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Christmas, 1942

party would not unite behind him.
tucky today as ever were the Democrats

happiness will prevail after the visit of
good St. Nicholas. Firesides are bright with

and, while Republicans give cheers now over
recent victories in congressional contests

the joy of little ones unafraid and tables
will bear an abundance of good things, as

here and there, they are far from being in

11111
A Prospect Which Pleases
J. Lyter Donaldson, genial, gentlemanly,
energetic and able State highway commissioner, looks from here like a shoo-in for
Governor next year.
Tom R. Underwood, gifted editor of the
Lexington Herald because he is that way
and wants to be, and chairman of the
Democratic State Central and Executive
Committee, because his great friend, Keen
Johnson, wants him to be, is the best judge
of his party's politics and its plans in all
the State today . . . and Editor Underwood
wrote recently, in his widely read political'
column, that Mr. Donaldson would run . . .
with the Governor's blessing. He further
indicated that it appeared likely opposition
within the party would fade away to the
disappearing point before time to go to the
races in the primary next August, so that
Mr. Donaldson could, like Whirlaway, win
just about as he pleased.
This has been plain to Editor Underwood,
and to some others close to Governor Johnson, for quite a while. It has more recently
become apparent to others in and out of
Frankfort who have entertained ideas and
made plans of their own about the forthcoming gubernatorial contest, plans which
did not center in Commissioner Donaldson.
If, as now seems indicated, the Gentleman from Carroll can win the nomination
without a knock-down, dragout fight within the majority party . . . for Kentucky is
still Democratic by many thousands of
votes despite the recent swing toward the
GOP elsewhere in the Nation,,that will be
a very good thing for all concerned, in the
war year 1943.
And make no mistake about this: If Tom
Underwood says Keen Johnson and his
administration are for Lyter Donaldson, it
is a fact.
Item two to remember is that Keen Johnson, a neophyte in politics not so many
years back, is now a very astute politician
on his own account. He plays his trumps
only when he knows they are good enough
to take the tricks . . . and he always has

won. He has juggled eggs with dynamite in
them for three years, keeping certain prima
donna leaders both within and without his
immediate group at peace in Frankfort and
throughout the State. In this respect he has
done a masterly job; and the end is not yet.
Clifford Smith will not send Supt. John
W. Brooker to the post against Lyter
Donaldson. Neither will Finance Commissioner J. Dan Talbott send a trial horse to
such certain defeat. Rodes Myers is all but
eliminated; and he knows it. Editor Underwood, himself a potent force, has said he
will not be a candidate, repeatedly, and
means it.
As for the Republicans, their best bet,
the personable and efficient John Sherman
Cooper, of Somerset, is in the Army, where
he will remain until the war ends. Judge
Charles I. Dawson could be a formidable
candidate but he will not make the race,
for the same reason he declined the issue
against Senator A. B. Chandler last November. King Swope, twice beaten for
Governor, may be ambitious again, but his

position in this State to offer serious competition to a man of Mr. Donaldson's ability,
and backing, next year.
Editor Underwood has called the turn.
Kentucky will have another quiet war election next year. And Lyter Donaldson, unless
all signs fail, will be the next Governor of
Kentucky. A prospect which pleases many
down here in the Pennyrile and the
Purchase.

Mr. Jeffers' Warning
The statement by William M. Jeffers, rubber administrator, that competition for
critical materials is threatening to disrupt
the scheduled production of synthetic rubber gives rise to very serious concern.
There is every reason to believe that Mr.
Jeffers would not make such a statement
unless he knew that his apprehensions were
well founded. And, not being given to exaggeration, it also is safe to assume that
his warning of the disastrous consequences
that would follow a failure of the rubber
program is grounded on facts.
As presently planned, the rubber program
is based on the assumption that synthetic
plants will come into production periodically
through 1943, beginning next month. By
the spring or summer of 1944, it is expected
that enough synthetic rubber will be available to supply essential needs, and, through
strict conservation measures, it is believed
that the Nation's existing stock of tires can
be made to last until the new rubber is
available. All of these calculations fall to
the ground, however, if the synthetic plants
are not to come into production on the
scheduled dates. Should such a failure come
to pass, we face the prospect of going into
1944 without enough serviceable tires, with
a dhngerously depleted stock of crude rubber and with inadequate sythetic replacements. That, obviously, would constitute a
grave threat to the war program.
This problem, like so many others, traces
back to a basic shortage of certain critical
materials—materials which are necessary
for the construction of rubber plants and
also essential to the production of other
vital war commodities. Therefore the problem is one of placing first things first.
Somebody—presumably the President—
must decide whether preference should
be given to rubber or to some other program. The Baruch report listed the rubber
shortage as the country's foremost problem,
and if the President agrees with this he
ought to see to it that Mr. Jeffers gets the
materials he needs when he needs them. If
not—if some other shortage now ranks first
on the list—then the appropriate allocations
should be made.

Rationing Gassers
By Spoon River Sam
Associated Press Features
Well, we've got gasoline rationing, whether we like it or not.
Personally, I've never met a car owner
that complained. It's a funny thing to me
that some Congressmen would holler for
more gas, when that's one commodity they'll never run short of.
Some folks suggested we try to save on
gas by voluntary means, that is, just depend on the fair play and big heartedness
of the American people, instead of rationing.
But human nature just don't work that
way.
When Mr. Roosevelt announced rationing
would begin on schedule, he figured that any
future sputtering on the subject ought to
come from empty gas tanks.
Of course we can look for a lot of changes
now. People ain't going anywhere much for
the duration, and it's going to give 'em a
chance to get better acquainted. I don't
know whether they can stand that or not.
It's going to be a real test for families, to
see if they can get along amongst theirselves inside their own homes.
Anybody that's been knocked down at a
coffee counter knows that.
I allow that the more tanks we keep dry
over here, the more tanks we can keep filled
for action over in Africa.
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Christmas Greetings
To Leader Patrons....
As another war-time Christmas season begins with
most of our homes still untouched by real tragedy of the
inhuman conflict forced upon us by power mad dictators,
we of The Leader staff send sincere Christmas greeting to
all our readers and friends, along with heart-felt appreciation of your continued approval, as evidenced by loyal
support through a trying year.

And, altho 1943 will begin with new restrictions upon
our business and yours, and war's demands will place fresh
burdens upon us all, we pledge you our very best efforts

through 1943, as we dedicate ourselves anew to do the
most serviceable job for you, individually and collectively,
that's possible in the circumstances.

The Leader Staff

PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
All workers at one of Princeton's
leading stores were given a big boost
toward a Merry Christmas when the
boss passed out $25 bonus checks to
each last week.
And at the same store, a clerk was
saved grief as a shopper returned
$20 she had received when the preChristmas rush caused that much error
in her change.
PFC George 0. Eldred got home on
a Christmas furlough . . . by drawing
one of 25 lucky numbers out of a hat
. . . 125 men of his outfit did not win.
George says he's making out a battallion consolidated morning report,
among other headquarters chores . . .
and Pennyrile knows, from personal
experience, this soldier will soon be
a sergeant major. And that's one of
the best jobs in the Army; or it was
in 1917-18. I think George was surprised at the warmth of the welcome
he got on every hand . . . tho he
shouldn't have been; for a swell fellow is George.
Our businessmen-hunters keep on
trying . . . but their luck isn't too
good. Last week-end, Dick Gregory,
Doc Jaggers and Merl Drain got 12
birds among them . . . and one of the
trio was so worn out, he didn't get
to work until 11 o'clock the next
morning.
Tom Simmons, scrap salvage chairman after C. W. Gowin left on his
OPA job, confessed to Pennyriler Saturday that he received a large War
Production Board pennant, won by
Caldwell county for exceeding its
quota in the recent newspaper scrap
campaign. Tom said he had been
hoping to arrange a suitable ceremony
for flying this pennant below Old
Glory in the courthouse yard . .
but just hadn't been able to make
definite plans on account of press of
other duties.
At Lexington and Ashland last
weekend, football fans and members
of the University of Kentucky grid
squad honored Clyde "Big Stoop"
Johnson, first UK gridder ever to
make the All-American (Associated
Press) football team. Clyde, at a banquet in Lexington, was all set to
spout a speech Coach Ab Kirwan
fixed up for him, but when presented
with a fine watch and some other
tokens of the fan's esteem, the giant
tackle was rendered speechless, could
only murmur a few words of praise
for his team-mates and coaches.
The honor bestowed upon this
member of the UK team should go
far to attract more Kentucky high
school football stars to the State's
chief educational institution; for it
furnishes proof that playing on the
Wildcat squad offers plenty of op-

By G. M. P

portunity for class to
ball's highest honors.
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No Christmas greeting received
here thus far has given us more
pleasure than a gay card from PFC
James F. Richardson, stationed somewhere in California. The Native Son
idea of a proper Christmas card is
one that portrays the beauties of
California, even tho it carries no
holly, bells or other Yule decoration.
The card James sends is like that . . .
and hence, is a novelty.
•
The women, who always have done
the major share of making Christmas what it is, continue to lift more
of the load in this Yule season than
ever before. Again last week Sarah
Harralson was Santa Claus, this time
for Mrs. Alexander's kindergarten
class; and doubtless other feminine
Santas will perform prodigiously at
church and home Christmas parties
this week. Everybody knows now that
the fair sex can do just about everything fully as well as their men folk,
excepting only chores which require
considerable brawn.
James Catlett, now of Uncle Sam's
Naval Signal Corps, is in training
at the University of Wisconsin, Madison. Jimmy, sending Christmas greetings to The Leader force, says "Am
in a swell place here—all work and
no play. This Navy means business."
The Leader's mailing list grew
appreciably as result of home folks
sending the paper to friends and relatives in widely separated cities and
towns, for Christmas. Mrs. Lillie F.
Murphy sent subscriptions as gifts
to five persons, to top the list. You'd
be surprised how many letters we receive telling us how Princetonians
away from home enjoy The Leader
"like a letter from home."
Mrs. "Bill" Barnes was a visitor
here for a few hours last week collecting a few things to move to Vero
Field, Florida, where she, Lieut. Commander K. L. Barnes and their two
children are setting up housekeeping, the doctor having been returned
to duty following a pneumonia
illness and transferred from
Jacksonville Air Base to a new station.
Bill
said she likes the Navy, has
gained
a few pounds and seemed to
be enjoying life considerably.
1111
Everett Wilson, US Navy
radio
technician, visited The Leader office
last weekend while at home on
leave
from his San Diego, Calif.
station. He
had a lovely young lady with
him,
spoke yearningly of service at
sea . . .
which he said apparently was
not for
him. His furlough was extended
by
telegram while he was here but
only
for two days. He is enroute
back
to duty.
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In fact, the GOP is as badly split in Ken-

Christmas is here and in almost every
home in this community hearts are light and

has always been the case in this land of
the free.
If, in the celebration of the glad Christmas season, adults' hearts are troubled by
the gravity of the cituation on the world's
the gravity of the situation on the world's
ups can find it possible for a little while to
put aside their fears and forebodings, so
that children may laugh and make merry
. . . for that is their birthright, purchased
by the blood and tears of their forebears.
As never before, let us turn our thoughts
to the unfortunate among us and do something to help make Christmas brighter for
them; for this way lies our best chance truly
to enjoy the season dedicated to the Prince
of Peace.
"Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof." And there will be very little to remind
us here at home of the evil which has
plunged the world into strife when we
celebrate Christmas tomorrow.
Merry Christmas!

Thursday, December

Washington Daybook

20,000,000 War
Workers
By Jack Stinnett
Associated Press Features
Washington.—Of all recent shakeups in our war-time government, it
seems to me by far the most important is appointment of Paul V. McNutt as virtual dictator of manpower.
No one could read the 13 points of
President Roosevelt's directive reorganizing the War Manpower Commission, with McNutt as chairma:without realizing that it could wbe that McNutt controls the d.
of more of us than any other
man in the United States.
First, it should be understood that
McNutt has no power- to draft labor.
That will take additional legislation.
But through his controls of hiring
(through the now vitally important
U. S. Employment agency) and of
Selective Service, his power might
well amount to just that.
A year ago, there were approximately 7,000,000 persons directly or
indirectly employed in war work.
Today, there are close to 18,000,000.
In a year from now there will be at
least 2,000,000 more.
Because the armed forces will
siphon off around four or five million (and accidents, deaths, etc., will
take more) about five million new
workers have to be found in the
next 12 months. About 2,000,000 of
these will be women, to bring the
amazing total of women in war industries to somewhere around 6,000,000.
About a million more farm workers
will have to be found (although not
necessarily on a 12-month basis).
Skilled workers will have to be
trained. Old persons and children will
have to be worked into the picture on
such part-time schedules as they are
able to stand. Hundreds of now complicated tasks calling for highly skilled
workers will have to be broken up
into simple operations that can he
learned in a short time.
Labor hoarders and labor Pirates
will have to be ferreted out and their
practices stopped. The few remaining
prejudices against women workers
and the sectional prejudices against
Negro workers will have to be broken down.
Since all war workers from now on
will be hired by the U. S. Employment Services, its offices will have
to be strengthened and manned b7
capable persons fully informed of all
the problems in hand.
Selective Service will have to be
revamped considerably, with far more
power in issuing directives in the
hands of the national organization and
far less in the heretofore practically
autonomous local boards.
Now a Scout reports seeing a gal
whose painted stockings had crooked
seams.
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Is a pictorialization
simple, Inspiring story
which has been repeated In the
hearts of men for 2,000 years.
The scenes are from the motion
picture "Child of Bethlehem"
and the captions are from the
gospels of St. Luke and St.
Matthew . . . It begins when
Augustus Caesar orders that all

News roiesenting lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
populace of Princeton and Caldwell county alo
isi
recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
h
i)ago
iyeeaurs
,,,,K.e A -Week Leader of those years will be published as a
feature. The articles are reproduced Just as the
I ar Leader
reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
eto!'
L
•
Christmas
ceton, December 24, 1903—
istrnas is a-coming!
clans. how it sprints!
w the air is loaded
of Christmas hints!
ketbooks will suffer
m the Christmas pace—
nest I'm ashamed to
dc mine in the face!
—Editor
• • •

California Increases
Heavy Oil Production

Associated Press Features

Churches tonight and the Christian Church will have its
gram tomorrow night.
• • •

of the world be taxed . ..

Merry Christmas
Princeton, December 24, 1907
—We of The Leader wish you
one and all a Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year. Follow-

Nice Work For Ducks

Kingfisher, Okla. (JP)—Mr. and
e
(IP)—Th
Calif
,
Mrs. Wayne Hubbard decided
Santa Barbara
"heavy oil" fields of this region last year to raise Pekin ducks
are coming into their own as a and started with two hens from
which they raised 65 ducklings.
result of the war.
This year the 67 ducks laid 2,500
Light petroleum readily coneggs. Of these 885 were set by
vertable into gasoline has held
the Hubbards. Now their pens
the spotlight for years to the detriment of local fields. Now both contain 630 ducks.
the navy-and war industry have
created a heavy demand for fuel
oils, and California fields atk•
trying to meet estimated demand
of 800,000 barrels daily.

Hunters Leave Guns,
Trap Buck Alive
Van Nys, Calif (JP)—Three hunters sat polishing their guns preparatory to a deer hunting trip.
They looked out the window of
the house, and there in the yard
was a large buck. Dropping their
arms, Robert Kempley, H. C
Mathers and Tom Enriquez gave
chase, cornered the deer in an
adjoining brickyard, and captured it alive.

ing an old custom The Leader
force will take a week's rest
and there will be no further issue until the first Friday of the
New Year. While old Santa is
making his rounds, we hope he
will not overlook The Leader,
the best enterprise in Princeton
and Caldwell county.
• • •

It's Here
nceton, December 24, 1907
nstnias Eve in Princeton!
• The merry spirit has hit
full force and everywhere
e are reveling in the gayof another Yuletide. Mainis happy and especially on
faces of little children beams
Greer Hurt
spirit of it all. And on the
Henderson, April 30, 1909-of grown-ups too, there Herndon Greer, expressman for
of
.s the bursting light
I. C. Railroad from Princeton
humanity. We feel safe was painfully injured yesterday
mg Santa Claus will make just as his train pulled in here.
nual visit to Princeton and A jar caused a stack of boxes to
dl county tonight after fall on him. He is better but
night and all good little was unable to make his next
and girls will be remember- run.
• • •
•y him in many ways if none
wake and heads are under
Mules Shipped
cover. We suggest that all
Princeton, February 10, 1909—
e children say their prayers Frank Cash sold and shipped a
retire early and all will be carload of nice mules to Bush
py when they rise tomorrow, and Scott, buyers at Eminence.
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istmas morning. Thanks to
that we have a Christmas!
Big Storm
• • •
Princeton, April 9, 1909—BeLeap Year Dance
tween the hours of three and
Inceton, December 24, 1907 four Tuesday afternoon, a -raine are sure that one of the storm, the like of which has not
t delightful events of the been seen here for many years,
tints season will be the struck. Princeton and surroundYear" dance given by ing community. In Hopson, Otladies of ter Pond and Harmony neigh—iung society
cton. The dance will take borhoods the wind was particuand larly violent. Trees were upHenrietta
at the
A‘s to be one of the best rooted, fences were leveled and
- pulled off here, in many barns with their contents were
The young ladies will at the mercy of the winds.
nothing to make it in- Many barns of tobacco, mules
destroyed.
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and several
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And Joseph went up from Galilee to the
city of David called Bethlehem . . . to
be taxed with Mary his espoused wife,
being great with child.

Iv,

And she brought forth her firstborn son,
and wrapped him in swaddling clothes,
and laid him in a manger; because there
was no room for them in the inn.

J
And there were in the same country
shepherds abiding in the field, . . . and,
lo, the angel of the Lord came upon
them, and the glory of the Lord shown
about them; and they were sore afraid.

041110914Waertarlier

And when they (the wise men) were
come to the house, they saw the young
child with Mary his mother, and fell
down, and worshipped him: and . . .
they presented unto him gifts.

UST A LNE to extend our heartfelt thanks to your kindness to
us during 1942, and to wish you
and yours the merriest Christmas
of them all.

IDEAL BARBER SHOP
Arnold Stallins, Prop.
talia•ercexcaurtopomeamsourtArtaroomotemitsvcounartivtoulm.)
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time,
is not only now, at Christmas
ge. We
when we appreciats your patrona
now,
appreciate it all year 'round, but
1942, is the
in the last short days of
about it, and
very best time to tell you
Christmas
to wish you all a very Merry
and A Happy New Year.

C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency S
trfi

up this community We delight to greet the fine folks who make
this year and to exTo say we have enjoyed doing business here
ton and Caldwell
press our confidence in the future of Prince
county.
happiness to you and
May this holiday season bring abundant
yours.

A. P. DAY,
President

LIEUT. HOWARD E. DAY
Secretary-Treasurer
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Cal H. Drennan
Funeral services for Cal H.
Drennan, 6b, retired telephone
official, who died at his home
on North Jefferson St. Saturday,
Dec. 19, were held Sunday at
Liberty Church, Caldwell county. Mr. Drennan had been ill
for several months.
He is survived by two brothers, Mack and Clay, Caldwell
county and a daughter, Mrs.
Claxton.
Charlie Ladd, near
Burial was in the Liberty graveyard.

Mr. Jimmie Ray left Sunday
where her husband is employed.
went
for Gary. He had spent
night
undes
Mr. Pierce Jones
at the week visiting his parents,
Saturday
y
appendectom
an
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Ray.
Hopkinsville and is improving.
HendHolland,
Mr. L. B. Young is confined
Hervey
Mrs.
tives.
parents.
Rev. and Mrs. John W. Out- erson, is visiting her
Miss Cotha Hollowell spent
land and children, Charles and
parents,
Donald Trewett, are spending last week-end with her
Hollowell.
the holidays with their parents Mr. and Mrs. G. E.
Mr. Charles Wilson is conin Model, Tenn.
Miss Mary Louise Turley is fined to his room with flu.
Guess,
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd
spending the holidays with her
Mrs.
and
Deardorth
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Jackie, Mrs.
in
Williams, Kuttawa, were
Turley.
Wednesday.
Tenn.,
Johnnie George
Clarksville,
Henderson,
Dean,
Mrs. J. E.
Mrs. Lee Buckalew visited a
Johnnie George, brother of spent Sunday and Sunday night
Mrs.
days in Sturgis.
and
Mr.
parents.
her
few
street,
with
Mrs. W. L. Davis, Plum
Mr. Floyd Jones is confined to
died at his home in San Diego, J. G. Baker.
Miss Edna W. Baker spent his home due to illness.
Calif., Dec. 20. He was cremated
in San Diego and his ashes will last week-end with Miss Martha
f You Have Cash
be sent here for burial in the Nell Moore.
seriously
is
Baker
John
Mr.
Davis lot in Cedar Hill Cemetery.
ill at his home.
Mr. Howard Rice, who has
Cash
been confined to his bed with
flu, is able to be back at his
Come
work.
Guess,
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd
Jackie Deardorth, Mrs. Louise
Deardorth, were in Evansville
When your fighting man
comes home for a visit, is
Thursday.
or
transferred, promoted
Mrs. Russell Milton and childhis
else
does something
ren, Charles and Mary Nell left
friends would like to know, Saturday for Farmington, Mich.
please call The Leader. News
of men in service is always
welcomed.
• • •

W. Peircy, 70, of Princeton, who
died Monday, Dec. 21, were
held at the Brown funeral home
Wednesday afternoon, Dec. 23 at
(By Rachel Turley)
2:30. Rev. 0. M. Schultz officiatSgt. Wilford Baker, Camp
CothG.
ed, assisted by Rev. J.
Fort Jackson, South Carolina,
ran.
Saturday. He had been on
husleft
her
by
survived
She is
band eine, a daughter, who lives furlough visiting his parents.
in Chicago.
Sgt. Charles Taylor, Columbus,
Georgia, is here spending the
holidays with his wife and relaG. W. 1-111

Funeral services were held
Sunday afternoon at the Fredonia
Baptist church for G. W. Hill,
85, diedSaturday morning, Dec.
19, at 7 o'clock at the Princeton
ten
are
Hospital. Surviving
nieces and nephews.
Mrs. Myrtle E. Franklin
Rev. Outland had charge of
Funeral services for Mrs. funeral services, assisted
by
Myrtle Engle Franklin, 44, who Rev. J. C. Lilly, Marion. Pall
died in the Farmersville com- bearers
Messrs. J. J.
were
munity were held December 21. Koon, C. S. McElroy, Rubel AckBurial was in the Morse ceme- ridge, H. M. Turley, Frank Wiltery. Mrs. Franklin was a school son and Charles Baker. Flower
teacher.
girls, Misses Ida Belle Turley,
Martha Nell Moore, Mary Louise
Turley, Edna Wyline Baker and
Mrs. W. W. Piercy
Funeral services for Mrs. W. Rachel Turley.
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11% Wtih Our Heroes
In The Armed Forces

Sargt. Charles Taylor, Ft. Henning, Ga., is on fourlough, visit:
his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
4 ing
Mack Taylor.
Frederick K. Greer, son of Mr.
2 and Mrs. Herndon Greer, S.
Jefferson St., was commissioned
4 second-lieutenant in the Army
Air Force at Miami, Florida,
Dec. 9. He is now stationed at
Symyrna Air Base, Smyrna
Field, Tenn.
John Boynton Kenney, son of
true
of
fountains
the
when
time,
Christmas
at
Now,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Keeney, E.
joy flow most freely, we welcome the opportunity to
Market St., will report to Camp
extend to you and yours our heartiest wishes for a
Crowder, Missouri, Dec. 29, for
training in the Army Signal
happy Yuletide. For your kindness to us in 1942
He recently completed his
Corp.
we cordially thank you,
.41.1 basic training at the U. S. Signal
Depot, Lexington.
Lieut. George Felix Brown,
Baltimore, Md., is on furlough,
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
4 Wylie Brown, Route 3.
Harold Rowland, USN, Navy
Armory, Chicago, is on furlough,
visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Rowland.
. Kenneth Spickard, USN, who
....244?teolic74,:sidvital.aifiesozwidetzetanwetatcaeusweimptocattocarcert
has recently finished a course
in aviation mechanics at Penscacola, Florida, is visiting relatives here.
Sgt. R. L. Wylie, Patterson
furlough
Field, Ohio, is on
visiting his wife and brother,
J. D. Wylie and family .
Lieut.-Colonel G. U. D'orroh,
Columbus, Ohio, left Sunday after a brief furlough here to visit
,i
SI his father, W. T. Dorroh, who
s has been quite ill at Princeton
hospital.
Having closed my place of business and taken
t)
0. Patterson,
Pfc.
Harry
I
wish
Evansville,
at
plant
in
war
a
employment
Princeton, is now stationed at
S Ft. Sam Houston, Texas.
to thank all my customers for their patronage
Billy Cantrell, former Capitol
and to assure you, everyone, of my sincere apTheater employe, who was inducted in the Army last week is
preciation of past favors. May the Christmas
stationed at Ft. Mammouth, New
season bring you all ml!lch happiness.
Jersey.
Sammy Patterson, USN, son of
i
S' Mr. and Mrs. Homer Patterson,
R
has been assigned to ship duty,
i
at
Great
following training
Lakes.
Edwin Jacob, USN, Great
Lakes, Ill., left Tuesday after
a furlough. He will be assigned
to a trade school on his return.
C. W. Pratt, USN, is visiting
friends here this week.
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14 rowdy months on Broadway .. . and even greater on
the screen!Cole Porter hittunesl
Roar with Skelton! Go gay with
singing, dancing, romancing
Ann Sothem I
A pictorial review of our
firs* year at 'war from
Pearl Harbor to the invasion of French Africa.
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REGARDLESS of what has happened to this
queer old world in 1942, there is still love
and cheer and friendship out of which we
may fashion another happy Christmas sea-

son.
We want to say now that we wish all of

our friends every success in finding during
this Yuletide all the happiness it can possibly
bring, and a Progressive and Happy New
Y.

CARD OF THANKS
friends and
To our kind
neighbors we wish to express
our sincere appreciation for the
many deeds of kindness rendered arid the sweet words of
consolation during our hours of
grief in the loss of our dear
wife, mother and sister, Mrs. E.
G. Hillyard.
We are especially grateful to
the donors of the beautiful floral
designs and for the conforting
words of the Rev E. S. Denton,
the sympathetic care of Dr. Linton and the service of the
Morgans.
May God bless you for every
act of kindness.
E. G. HILLYARD,
Children and sister

with PENNY SINGLETON.

\ ARTHUR LAKE
LARRY SIMMS
DAISY

MARSHA

ALAN

VIRGINIA

DAN

JACKIE

HUNT • O'BRIEN • MOWBRAY • DAILEY, Jr.• HORNER

Fire and Auto
Insurance
'Capital Stock Co. Insurance
Is safe and reliable.

Phone 25
110 S. Jefferson St.

Princeton,

Extra!
CARTOON
SPORT SHORT
NOVELTY

.

SINGY and SWINGY!

Plus These Delightful Shorts!

OUR GANG

DONALD DUCK

•

—in—

"Olympic Champ"

*"Like A Goat"

FOX N1OVIETONE NEWS

OPEN 11:45 A. M.
SATURDAY
2 Action-Filled Features-2
EXCITEMENT IS HIS DISH!

Potatoes will freeze at 40
degrees Fahrenheit, but if stored
at temperatures above 40 degrees
they *ill sprout.
S —

Gus Kortrecht, Agt.

The Board of Di
nual dividend of

At

with
V
Bonita
LOA
Adolphe
MENJOU•COOPER•GRANVILlE

Featuring these famous orchestras

HARRY JAMES
BENNY GOODMAN
CHARLIE BARNET
GENE KRUPA
ALVINO REY
JOE VENUTI
JACK JENNY
Sale'
Tickets Now On
Al! Seats 30
NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

f,
vt,

Plus! . . . Second Feature!

JOHN MACK BROWN and TEX RITTER
—in—

Added!
CARTOON — "CHIP OFF THE OLD BLOCK"
NO. 7 — "GREEN HORNET STRIKES AGAIN"
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Phone 50

Churches. Clubs

Dorothy Ann Davis
the society and prayer by Mrs.
Patton. The highlight of the
meeting was the splendid talk
given by Mrs. Metzger, her subject being, "Are We Ambassadors For Christ?"
Special music was rendered
by Mrs. Metzger, and sister, Mrs.
Varble with Mrs. Dyer at the
piano. The meeting was closed
with the wayside prayer after
which the group voted to meet
in January at the home of Mrs.
Robert Coleman.
During the social hour the
hostess served bright Christmas
mints.

d-Morgan

sup
Anon
Lou COSTEIW

In Technic*

editing of Miss Frances
to Hosea Morgan, Jr.
, took place at the home
i tile's parents, Mr. and
Rowland, Marlon
y
onday afternoon, DeI, at four o'clock. Rev.
othran officiated, using
le -ring ceremony.
'fig room was beautifulated with cedars and
and dominated by the
hted arch way which
a beautiful setting for
('fly.
r wedding, the bride
pink wool dress with
essories and a corsage
Miss Eldred Entertains
an roses. The groom
convention color. Mrs. In Honor Of Brother
atliff was her sister's
Miss Mary Wilson Eldred enhonor and Dwayne tertained friends at her home
,Paducah, served as on W. Main St. Tuesday evening,
Dec. 22, in honor of her brother,
the immediate family, Pfc George Eldred, who is on
ea Morgan, Sr., and a ten-day furlough, from Camp
Lowery, Paducah, and Swift, Texas.
n F. Tracey, Princepresent.
Christmas Cantata
pie will reside in PaGiven
At Fredonia
ere Mr. Morgan is emThe annual Christmas service
of the Presbyterian Church in
Fredonia
were held at the church
rble Hostess
Sunday evening, Dec. 20.
. S.
The choir consisted of the fol,erland Presbyterian lowing young
people, Misses
) society met at the Doris Oliver, Bonnie Jean King,
Mrs. Walter Varble, Jane Belt, Hazel Fuller, Jo Ann
Dec. 17. Mrs. F. E. Bugg, June Oliver, Martha Jane
Moore,
Paducah, president of Deboe, Messrs. Edwin
cal Missionary society, Kenneth Oliver, Carlton Foley,
She also very grace- Donnie Foley, Charles Dean
charge of the Mission Ackridge, Junior Moore, Billy
nouncing the theme, Sam Young, Billy Clegg, Arnold
Light of the World." Wigginton, R. B. Wigginton,
ere given from the Buddy Rogers, Jerry Parr, Har1
S
I
ii
is se

See how the Ad
are trained lad
flown to bases d
the werld.

an Faught.
Keith Rogers and Allen Fuller
served as ushers. Others taking
part in program were, Misses
Frances Young and Eva Blackburn; Mesdames Coy Moore,
Johnson Wigginton, Mess rs.
Seth Wigginton, Lee Redden and
Rev. John W. Outland, Mrs. Euclid Quertermous was the piano.

Fredonia W.M.S
Has Christmas Program
The Women's Missionary Socieyt of the First Presbyterian
church, Fredonia, met Thursday
afternoon, Dec. 17 at the home
of Mrs. Florence Parr.
Leader was Mrs. J. E. Hillyard, assisted by Mrs. William
Young, opening the program with
prayer and Mrs. J. B. Sory,
reading the scripture. Mrs. James
Landes gave the Christmas story
and carols were sung at intervals.
Following the program, lunch
was served to Mesdames John
Rice, Howard
Rice, W. M.
Young, Jimmie Landes, Joe Parr,
J. B. Sory, Albert Walker, J. E.
Hillyard and Misses Dora Young,
Imogene Wigginton and Dorothy
Parr.

Mrs. T. L. Grubbs Hostess
To Fredonia Homemakers
The Homemakers Club met
Mrs. T. L.
Wednesday
with
Grubbs. Pot Luck dinner was
served to the following: Mesdames W. M. Young, Ruben
Ackridge, G. F. Lowery, L. C.
Foley, Tom Bugg, John Ackridge, Mitchell Lowery, L. L.
Wadlington, Dan Bugg, Mrs. T.
L. Grubbs, June Bugg and Dan
Jo Bugg.

The Leader
Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Worley,
Marion, on the birth of a son,
Elbert Wayne, Dec. 20, at Princeton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Scott, Dawson Road, on the birth of a
daughter, Mary Lee, Dec. 16, at
Princeton Hospital. Mrs. Scott
is a former nurse at the hospital.

crash., colls,
,nd learns 1000
new ways to male
vou laugh!

Miss Madge Boetler will spend
the week-end in Blackford with
her mother, Mrs. B. L. Boetler.
L. A. Walker, employe of the
War Department, Camp Breckenridge, is improving at his
home on N. Harrison St. after
an illness of influenza.
Miss Bethel Solomon, grade
teacher at Butler High, left Saturday for Paducah where she
will spend the holidays with her
family.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Vinson, Jr.
and family, W. Main St.,, have
moved to Evansville, Ind., where
Mr. Vinson is employed in defense work.
Sarah Trotter, chemistry instructor at Butler High, left Saturday for Chattanooga, Tenn.
to spend the holidays with her
parents.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Dollar,
Bowling Green, and Mr. and
Mrs. James Dollar and children,
Blanche Lynn, Mary Stegar and
Daphne Bell, Madisonville, and
Mrs. J. E. Hillyard, Fredonia,
spent Sunday with Mrs. M. L.
Dollar and Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
McElroy.
Miss Rebekah Henderson, Butler High teacher, left Saturday
for Gleason, Tenn. where she
will spend the Christmas holidays with her family.
James Richard McGehee, student at MSTC, Murray, is spending the holidays with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McGehee,
Locust St.
Billy Hodge, student at U. of
K., Lexington visited friends and
relatives here last week-end.
Mr. and Mrs Ray Ellis, Madi
sonville, spent Sunday 'here
with Mrs. Ellis' mother, Mrs.
J. S. Steger and family.
- Mr. Frank Machen returned
Saturday from Los Angeles,
California, where he spent two
months with relatives.

FIRST BAPTISt CHURCH
J. G. Cothran, Minister
, Sunday School at 9:45.
Morning Worship at 11:00 a.m.
Sermon there, "The Secret of
the Successful and Victorious
Life."
Baptist Training
Union
at
6:15.
Evening Worship at 7:30 p.m.
Sermon theme, "Some Prayer
Miracles."
Prayer
Service
Wednesday
night at 7:30.
You are invited to come and
worship with us in all of our
services. It is always good to
see visitors with us on the Lord's
Day. The sermon messages ought
to be a great blessing to those
who are with us next Sunday.
Bring the family
and
your
visitors with you.

G. W. Towery.
We look forward to the New
Year with real expectation that
.
i.
f;e church of Christ will lead
out in its program of goodwill
and praise. January 3, 1943 is
communion Sunday. Let it also
be the beginning for each of
of you a year full of Christian
service with full fellowship.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Chas. P. Brooks, Minister
Bible School, 9:0.
Worship, 10:55.
The Communion Service each
Lord's Day. The Sermon by the
Minister.
Young People's Groups, 6:45.

The Evening Worship, 7:00.
Prayer Service Wednesday,
7:30 o'clock.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Chas. Lancaster, Minister
Song service 9:45 a.m.
Preaching at 10:00 a.m.
3:00 p.m.
Jean Jarvis, student at B. U.,
Bowling Green, is spending the
holidays with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Shelby Jarvis, E. Main
St.
In the Egyptian desert an appreciable rainfall occurs only
once every few years.

SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH
F. M. Masters, Pastor
Sunday evening at 7
"The Four Horsemen of
Book of Revelation."
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN __
John N. Fox, Minister
J. L. Groom, S. S. Supt.
9:45 A.M. The church school.
10:45 A.M. Morning Praise service. Message, "The Submission
Life."
3:00 P.M. The Pioneers Meet.
6:30 P.M. The Tuxis Meets.
7:30 P.M. A "Candle Light"
service. Meditation, "A Star Is
Born."
Wednesday, 7:00 P.M., Midweek prayer service; 8:00 P.M.
Choir rehearsal.
Thursday, 2:00 P.M., Wood
Circle meets in the home of Mrs.

In all this wide world there is little that can
be finer than friendship, and we are happy
to have acquired the lasting friendship of so
many in this community. We thank you now
for that friendship and pledge our greatest
endeavors o be still more worthy of if in
1943.
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Hospital News

CETON FEDERAt SAVINGS &
LOAN ASSOCIATION

Dividend Notice
Board of Directors has declared an andividend of 4 per cent for the six (6)
ths' period ending December 31, 1942.

,

Mrs. C. C. Bishop and baby
were dismissed Wednesday.
Bethel Solomon, grade teacher
at Butler High, was dismissed
Friday after an illness of influenza.
Miss Katherine West has reposition on the
signed her
nurses' staff to enter training
at the Baptist Hospital, Lousville.

Sweet potatoes are the driest
of common vegetables, containing only twice as much water
as bone-dry materials.
Sorghum cane, readily grown
in many parts of the nation, is
being used as a sugar substitute.
Carthage. Africa, was founded ibout 800Q
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HEN storekeeper Abe Lincoln discovered he
had over-charged a customer 6.c he walked 6
miles to return those pennies, and earned the

Integrity in little things has helped us, too

has earned for us,

we believe, the complete confidence of this community, not only
in 1942, but in other years. At this time we want to thank you
for this confidence, and to extend to you every good wish for

famine.

HARRY JAMES
N
BARNET
CHARLIE
ALVINO
E VENUTI
On
Tickets Now

all our friends and acquaintances, and also to the many fine
•w ones we have made during 1942, we send sincere Christmas
reetings and the wish that the holidays will be as happy as
•ssible.
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Thursday, December 24,
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Task Is Larger

Classifications In
Draft Are Revised

Farm production is war production. We must never lose
sight of the main object—farm
production for victory. I want
to express my admiration of
the wonderful production record made this year. But 1942
is behind us. We are looking
ahead to 1943. Our task will
be large. Next year and in
the years to follow we can't
produce too much of the esproducts. We
sential farm
can't produce enough to meet
all the demands for American
food. The whole aim of the
1943 goals and the 1943 programs is to concentrate on
production that is most essential—in other words to convert
farming to a full wartime
basis.—Claude R. Wickard,
Secretary of Agriculture.

•

New Categories Created By President's
Order Are Listed
(By Associated Press)
of
Washington.—The Office
War Information has issued the
following list of Selective Service classifications, revised to include the new category created
by the recent order suspending
induction of men over 38:
1-A Registrants available for

•

,
a4

410At

general military service.
are
1-A-0 Registrants who
conscientious objectors available
non-combatant milit ar y
for
service when found acceptable
to the land or naval forces.
1-C Registrants who have been
inducted into, enlisted in, or
appointed to the armed forces.
2-T Registrants who are necessary or essential in their civilian activity.
2-B Registrants who are necessary or essential to the war production program, excluding agri-

014

'WILD MAN' FROM MICHIGAN: Described as a "wild man" at
the front and credited with killing 30 to 40 Japs in the New
Guinea fighting, PFC Orin Sutton (left) of Charlevoix, Mich.,
has his leg bandaged after shopping a Japanese machine-gun
bullet. Bandaging him is PFC Allie Poole of Petersburg, Mich.
—AP Telemat
Sutton was bacit fighting in 24 hours.

More than 775,000 American
teachers are enrolled in the National Education Association and
its affiliated groups.
—
BUS RAISED FROM RIVER: A crane lifts a passenger bus from
the York River near Gloucester Point, Va. The bus, loaded with
war workers headed for a government construction project, hung
on the end of a ferry slip and plunged into the water as the
ferry pulled away. At least one workman was drowned.

has been less rewarding—Hesketh Pearson's "G.B.S." is one
of the best, although it has too
much Shaw and too little Pearson for my taste. And I have
seen no poetry of importance
since January 1, 1942

The word khaki eon*
Persian word, "khak,”
dust,

un'w)INIR
rrr 111 111,
•

1942

194

Wishing you
all the
joys and blessin
of this holy
Christmas seas
of 1942

John Davis
Son
vr)-g- dr,

culture.
2-C Necessary or essential men
9
74
in agriculture.
For me, the first volume of
3-A Registrants with depend- •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••/...........M.
Freeman's
ants engaged in less essential
Southall
Douglas
industry or less essential agriwas the
"Lee's Lieutenants"
culture.
history—alof
book
best
year's
By John Selby
3-B Registrants with depend.Maw
though Dr. Freeman calls it
Associated Press Features
ents, engaged in an activity
group biography. It would be
to the war production
interview when Sheriff Barnes necessary
impossible, I think, to find more
By Adelaide Kerr
There is no more pointless acprogram.
intelligently presented material
Associated Press Features
of Manhattan, Kansas „announc3-C Registrants with depend- tivity than the annual attempt
Vander- ed that he had attached $7,800
concerning the War Between the
New York.—Gloria
agriessential
ents engaged in
of some reviewers to name the States, this year. Perhaps any
bilt De Cicco turned to me with worth of furniture owned by the culture.
books of the year. It is year.
De Ciccos to settle unpaid bills.)
a radiant face.
4-A Registrants who before in- best
I enjoyed Oliver Gramling's
to list personal prefereasier
more
had
Cicco
De
Mrs.
Young
over
"I'm so happy!" she said
duction have become 45 years of
Men Are Fighting" more
"Free
of
ences.
lunch. "Happier than I have ever moving days in the first year
age, since they registered.
than any other book about the
I
novels
many
the
all
Of
women
most
than
marriage
her
perfect
a
deis
are
been before. Pat
4-B Registrants who
meet in ten. Pat De Cicco is in ferred specifically by the law have read this year, I liked Le war because of the shrewd way
husband."
Grand Cannon's "Look to the the running story is backgroundLast December the 17-year-old the Army now. And Mrs. Pat itself.
best. It is long, in a ed, if there is such a word. He
silver
china,
the
up
packed
has
heiress to four million dollars
4-C Registrants who are aliens Mountain"
All of us have moved steadily foreward throo
it is plotless, and is has set the big events into a
sense
was married to Pat De Cicco and books to move from Holly- not acceptable to the armed strict
events; the things
little
of
mosaic
see
to
racing
men
Two
on
real.
Kansas;
Riley,
Fort
to
wood
year, with our heads up and courage high,
an
with
trying
their
(the name is spelled
forces or who waived
faster we all were doing while the
"E", says Pat), Hollywood actor's to Fort Bliss at El Paso, Texas; rights to become citizens to avoid which could mow a field
sincere wish is that the New Year 1913 shall
proved more exciting to me than titans were fighting. It is a diffiagent, who is more than 10 and then on once more to Fort military service.
Whom the Bell Tolls," cult method, successfully handnew vision, new courage, new reason for hope
years her senior. Many wiseacres Monmouth, N. J. Before the end
4-D Registrants who are min- all of "For
led.
predicted their happiness would of December she will give up isters of religion or divinity stu- and if that statement damns me
optimism and that it will bring many unexpir
"The Raft," by Robert Trumit's just too bad.
be shortlived. But Gloria's shin- the 17-room house which she dents.
wards to you.
There weren't many amusing bull, seems to me head and
ing eyes and words and her has just leased to return to El
4-E Registrants who are conabove the stories of
the
shoulders
all
me
makes
which
books,
Paso.
manner
and
ontone
husband's
scientious objectors available
"I think if I see another pack- ly for service in civilian work or more grateful for "See Here heroism that have so far come
toward her belie their prophecies.
Private Hargrove." Marion Har- out of the war, first because of
"Dites he ever get cross?'' she ing box I'll go out of my mind," national importance.
nearly the experience it retells, and
very
how
I
know
"But
said.
she
went on. "Well, when he gets
4-R Registrants who are ment- grove's book has sold
of Mr. Trumbull's
mad at me I know he's always lucky I am to be able to go ally, morally, or physically un- 300,000 copies without book club second because
to polychrome
refusal
consistent
fargo
it
much
will
help,
and
every
suppose
I
Pat
goes.
where
is
who
one
the
right—and I am
acceptable to the armed forces.
story. W. L. White's "They
girl thinks she misses her huswrong."
4-H Registrants who are 38 ther. This is important, for Har- his
grove has jelled for all time the Were Expendable" would be
The light that breaks across band most, when he goes into to 45 years of age. New class.
of young America begin- second.
spirit
my
give
I'd
But
Army.
the
Gloria's face, when she talks of
The field of strict biography
ning a crusade for all America.
in
her marriage, fades at remem- heart if this war was over."
crop
potato
Canadian
The
poised
a
quiet,
has
Gloria
30's,
the
brance of the trial in
1942 was the largest in recent
."TVIM/
WCtCtCtCtVCVVVVCVCICVC-tVtC-WtVCtg,tCtCtVVCVCtVVVVVC'Vf when her beautiful widowed manner which contrasts with the years, amounting to 43,047,000
5
1
mother (Mrs. Reginald Vander- little-girl happiness of het' shy hundredweight.
bilt) and her father's sister (Mrs. wide smile. She looks smart as
Harry Payne Whitney) battled a fashion plate in a gray and
The silk that would normally
yellow striped wool frock, which make 100 pairs of silk stockings
for her ctistody in court.
"That was the unhappiest time she said she had had for three is required for one parachute.
of my life," she said with a years and had just had made
?
shudder. "I just don't see how over, because she liked it so girls and young women—all to
?
grownup people could do that much. On its pocket perched a sell for less than twenty dollars
model.
a
bowknot.
bold
topaz-centered
my
to a child. Of course I love
But some other things must
mother. But I want to forget She wore a knitted gray wool
before that.
black
come
suede
open-toed
and
snood
remember
never
and
that time
"I want children," she said.
pumps with mink bows.
it again."
?
Once she designed many of "A lot. Five or six. You know ?r
The Vanderbilt heiress says
3
that her personal allowance is her own clothes. But no more. in my mother's family there
1,?
not as large as it is reported to Too busy with moving and other have been twins every other
1,
great
great
My
generation.
things.
the
in
is
it
that
be. She hinted
them, my
She has an ambition—well grandmother had
neighborhood of $12,000 a year
them—and
had
hopes, to grandmother
and declared that she stays with- buried—which she
in her budget. (She could not be bring to life one day. She wants now it's my turn. We might
reached for comment after this to design a line of clothes for have twins."

Literary Guidepost

GLORIA WANTS TWINS
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OW sailing below the horizon is a ship of hope,
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coming this way. That ship—New Year, 1943
—will soon be putting into port here with a
cargo of our very best wishes for .happiness
and good cheer to all our friends.

A
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Among the outstanding pleasures in the year that now lies behind

THIS YEAR OF 1942 has been one of world tribulation, but neverless, many good things have
come our way. Chief among them is your continued patronage, for which we thank you very
earnestly now, and wish you a very

MERRY CHRISTMAS

was your continued patronage. We are grateful for it, and will
do everything in our power to merit its continuance during the
coming year.
?
?
1?
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Page Seven

Write Those Letters

Discharged WAAC
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Send a letter . . . don't delay,
To some service man today.
Get your pen and find that ink,
Grab some paper, then just sink
Into a chair, and write until
Every empty sheet is filled.
Let him see he's not •forgotten,
While he fights the Axis rotten
Where snow and ice pall on the
eyes,
On horses 'neath the Artie skies
Or sweating in the tropic heat,
News from home is very sweet.
Speak of local news you've
heard,

Dec. 31 To
in Lower Rate,.
Barnes Advises
t, Dec. 21—Contributhe State's unemployurance fund must be

GREETINOS /942

later than December
included in determina1943 contribution rates
perience rating provithe law, Executive DiF. Barnes, of the Unent Compensation Comwarned employers this

American
in the Natation and

ard I ng—HesB.S." is one
gh it has too
little PearAnd I have
f importance
1942

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky

John Davit

Son

Thats the kind'll be preferred.
And to such a platitude,
Take a hopeful attitude.
That you think a tear may bring.
If you've got troubles, let them
be,
Until our day of victory.
In the joy of that bright day,
Most of them will fade away
yers have until Jan- 17 KILLED IN AIR TRANSPORT CRASH: Two men survived but 17 other persons met death Tell the things that lift the
heart,
1943, to pay their last in the crash of a Western Airlines transport in a sagebrush valley near Fairfield, Utah. The two
1942, contributions with- survivors were seriously injured. The big plane was en route to Los Angeles from Salt Lake When from home we are apart.
rring a penalty and all City when the crash occurred.
—AP Telemat The odds and ends, the bits of
news,
tributions paid by that
Spanish War Gun Wins
That's the stuff that will iny be used as credit —What It Means
Scrap Deferment
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By Herman Allen
chine guns for combat planes. been given a temporary reprieve
paid after December 31
Associated Press Features
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Controlled Materials Plan

But even if Christmas
came once a month, we
would hardly find words
with which to thank you
for your generous support.
Attired in a khaki colored jersey slip, a souveneir of her military life at Fort Des Moines, Ia.,
Kathryn Gregory (above), 20,
turned up in Chicago looking
for a dancing job to boost wartime morale. She was officially
discharged from the Womens
Army Auxiliary Corps for being
A.W.O.L. and dancing in a burlesque house. The dance she did
was not a strip tease but a
tribal dance, she said, and added: "What's sexy about me?"
—AP Telemat

And now let us wish
you all a

very

Merry

Christmas in 1942.

Modern Barber and
Beauty Shop
Hugh Blackburn, Prop.

More than 775,000 American
teachers are enrolled in the National Education Association and
its affiliated groups.
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Everybody reads the Leader.
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HAM'S JEWELRY S

of hope.
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CHEER...

ar, 1943

Our thoughts today are of the old-fashioned friendliness of Christmastime . . . of
the warmth and the spirit of good fellowship that is embodied in a simple "Merry
Christmas". We remember that in the dayebefore civilization became so complex, men
delivered theih holiday greeting in person to everyone. We wish we able to do that
today and we hope that you will accept this wish for Good Cheer with all the sincerity
with which it is written.

with a
appiness
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A MERRY YULETIM TO All

Harvey Moore
Saul Pogrotsky
Sam H. Finkel
Marvin W. Pogrotsky

Christmas."
TO each and all of you we say "Merry
that we
sprit
same
We say it—yes - in the very
full enthe
have said it in the past, knowing that
heart and
joyment of Christmas is an affair of the
twilight of
of the spirit. Pausing for a moment in the
to
hopefully
1942 we look forward with our friends
to the future.

Lillie F. Murphy, Isobel Stone
and remainder of staff
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Mrs. Robert Morse
Mrs. Curtis Sigler
Mrs. I. D. Worrell
Mrs. K. V. Bryant

Mrs. Buddy Varble
Mrs. Jackie Hubbard
Mrs. Saul Pogrotsky
Allie Butler

Ifv FINKEL'S FAIR STORE
V
V

“Where Your $$ have More Cents"
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Business Men Pay
Tribute To Butler
Football Players

City Ordinance

At Ft. Bragg

Industrial Accidents
Show Drop In State

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING
AND RE-ENACTING T 11 E
SPECIAL LICENSE ORDINANCE SECTION 1 SUB-SECTION 26 RELATING TO LICENSE TAX OF INSURANCE
COMPANIES.
tions William C. Burrow said.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
Sweaters and Letters Total
to
reported
of 1,246 injuries
CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY
Awarded.-2-3--At-An. - Vrtirritairg CriMperisation Board
OF PRINCETON, KY.:
SECTION 1 Sub-Sec. 26-a.
month was the lowest
the
for
Banquet;
Kiwanis
nual
That the SPECIAL LICENSE
figure for any monthly period
ORDINANCE, SECTION 1, SubColeman 1943 Captain since July 1, 1942. The highest
Sec. 26-A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H
September,
and I of the City Ordinances
Leading business men, mem- number occurred in
relating to license tax of inaccidents recorded
bers of the Rotary and Kiwanis with 1,501
surance companies be and they
clubs, paid tribute to members Lester, Robeita Dalzell, Betty
are hereby amended and reand consolidated so that
enacted
Jean
Crisp,
Liney
Newman,
1942
J.
of Butler High School's
Sections shall read as
said
football team at the Kiwanis an- C. Ratliff.
follows:
Mr. Armistead, former captain
Sub-Sec. 26-b. INSURANCE
nual football banquet last Friteam
football
Vanderbilt
COMPANIES — LIFE AND
day night and heard James C. of the
HEALTH AND/OR ACCIDENT
Nashville
Armistead, Nashville, praise the and now principal of a
—LICENSE TAX.
Southeastern
of
son
and
Weaver,
lus
i
school
Theophl
Pvt.
gridiron sport for building men high
Each lite insurance company
described
Weaver,
official,
Roy
Mrs.
Conference
and
Mr.
the
maintaining
capable of
each health and/or accident
and
how football training and play- Princeton, Route 2, is stationed insurance company doing busiAmerican way of life.
into
boys
at Ft. Bragg, N. C., with the ness in the City shall be rated
Coach Cliff Cox awarded 16 ing the game builds
nation QMC. He has been in the army and pay a license tax based upsweaters and seven letters to leaders of the type the
on a percentage of the premiums
during three months.
members of the squad, cheer must depend upon both
received by the insurance comin
was
He
war.
the
after
and
follows:
leaders and managers as
pany for insurance on persons
Sr.
Taylor,
Ramsey
by
troduced
residing within the corporate
Sweaters to Cecil Coleman,
team
Members of the Butler
limits of the City during the preRumsey Taylor, Jr., R. J. Kern,
ceding year's business in the
with a
"Rutt" Patterson, W. G. Smith, presented Coach Cox
City as follows:
captain,
James Moss, Noah Gray, J. L. topcoat, this year's
If the premiums on said new
prethe
making
Lewis,
Glover
Hollowell, L. Jones, Raleigh
business amount to less than
sentation.
Government Will Not One Hundred ($100.00) Dollars,
Young, Jimmy Pickens, Jimmy
the license tax shall be five
Coach Cox announced choice
Creekmur, Glover Lewis, James
Institution, (5%) Dollars; if the premiums
Over
Take
Coleman,
Cecil
of
squad
the
by
Cavanah, Collidge Mitchell and
on said new business are more
perDopovan Says
Dugan McConnell; letters to Sara stellar defensive backfield
than One Hundred ($100.00)
captainJ. Tide, Terry Davis, Lillian Nell former this year, as
Contradicting rumors that the Dollars. five (5%) Per Cent on
said premiums shall be paid,
elect for the 1943 season.
will be but in no event shall more than
Following conclusion of the University of Kentucky
license
program, motion pictures of the closed to all except military Fifty ($50.00) Dollars
fee be required of any such
and
Tech
L.
Notre Dame-Georgia
students next year, Dr. H.
company.
the Navy-Georgia Tech football Donovan, president, has stated
Sub-Sec. 26-c. INSURANCE—
AND
LIFE
THAN
games were shown by Raleigh "The University will be run ex- OTHER
and Rumsey Taylor, Sr. actly as it is now. There is HEALTH AND/OR ACCIDENT
Young
In Standard Old Line ComCOMPANIES—LICENSE TAX.
positively no truth in the rumEach company engaged in inpanies . . . Safety for Your
More than 1,250 service cent- ors."
surance business other than life
Property and Peace of Mind ers for soldiers of all the Allied
The government will not take and health and/or accident in
for Yourself.
nations are conducted by the over any institution, either pub- the City shall pay a license tax
lic or private, according to Dr. of three (3%) Percent on the
British YMCA.
premiums received by the insurDonovan. It will continue to ance company for insurance on
Until 1910 the government make contracts with colleges and persons residing or property loPhone U
leased the seal-catching privi- universities like the one it now cated within the comporate limits
Princeton, Ky.
leges on Pribilof Islands, Alaska, holds for the training of service of the City but shall not be less
than Five ($5) Dollars a year. The
men at the University.
to private corporations.
"We expect to have approximately 1,200 women and between 400 and 500 men who are
not able to pass the physical COLLECTOR: P. F. Collier &
Son Corporation, distributors
the
examination for
armed
I
.".
of books and magazines, will
e
.. _
-•
*
""'
‘"".".'".
0141
-..-.....tror$
he
explained.
% forces,"
consider the application of man
or woman now employed who
"A contract will be made with
0 4!,1),;.;
•tv .t
..wn4
'S.Ir \\
titii ,dx
i
z/iIV '•'/ -''-01
would like to pick up pin
the government again next year
money calling on our regular
and we will have soldiers on the
monthly paying accounts. Very
campus—many more than are
desirable work. If you are inhere.
But
the
now stationed
terested, please write giving
full details, age, experience, if
University will be open to studany, and time you can de./
ents just 'as it is now."
vote to this work. Address Box
.4
No. 529, Princeton, Ky.
Industrial accidents in
tucky decreased decidedly
the month of November,
missioner of Industrial

Kenuring
CornRela-

U. K. To Continue

Present Service

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE

City Clerk shall not issue the
license mentioned in this SubSec. or in Sub-Sec. 26-b until
the Company applying for same
has filed with him a sworn statement of the amount of raemiums
received by the said insurance
company for insurance on persons residing or property located within the corporate limits of
the City during the year preceding.
The said sworn statement shall
be made artlie horrie-teptinelpill
office in the State or County
of the Company applying for
license.
In case of original application
for license to do business under
this Sub-Sec. or Sub-Sec. 26-b
the Company applying for said
original license shall pay a tax
of Five ($5.00) Dollars. It is
provided, however, that any
premiums received by any of
said companies by reason of the
issuance of policies known as
war risk insurance at the direction of or for the benefit of
the Federal Government shall
not be included in the premiums
subject to this tax.
Sub-Sec. 26-d. This ORDINANCE shall take effect when
signed, recorded and published
as required by law, and all
ordinances or parts of ordinances
in conflict herewith are hereby
repealed.
Duly passed and enacted by
iiiiii
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IT'S an old-fashioned greeting, hallowed
by centuries of use, but we know of no
other greeting to take its place, so in
1942, as in other years, we simply say
to you, our friends,

i

MERRY
CHRISTMAS

1

SI

S
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i

Service Insurance Agency
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Cstur. .0i:, ..or ust%.
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MERRY CHRISTMAS..PEACE 011 EARTH

Alt0 LOarli

NEW OFFICE HOURS
9:00 A. M. to 5:30 P. M. — To 1:00 P. M. Thurs.
Phone
470

1 2 Market St.
106/
Princeton, Ky.

Our aim for 1943: to urnprove our service still further and to give our very
best to our friends, our community and our nation.
HAPPY NEW YEAR TO
YOU AND YOURS

General Insurance
"Honestly It's The Best
Policy"

3
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Let The Red Frog
Stores Hell)

A best-selling laxative
ALL OVER THE SOUTH
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Jerline Line
Al Thomas Page
Mrs. Barney Jones J. W. Tatum
Robert McCalister
Vida Jones
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Alma Cash
Harry Hale
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LOST: Green purse containing
red and black Shaeffer pen
with brown ink. Lost Friday
(Continued from Page One)
A.M. between
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that is now before us."
and Main Sts. Reward. Mrs.
with
greater
In connection
L. E. Egbert, 414 Hopkinsville
St.. or Phone 583.
farm production in 1943, Gov.
Keen Johnson's protest to au- FOR RENT: One downstairs aplast
Washington
thorities in
partment for rent. Hot water,
heat. Mrs. Laban Kevil, Phone
week against further depletion
38.
of farm labor drew a reply from
Major General Lewis B. Hershey
that local draft boards can defer farm workers at their discretion. General Hershey also
advised Governor Johnson that
tobacco has now been included
in the list of farm products esMone
1 You make your Christmas Holidays a complete success. More for 1 our
sential to war.
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Candies

Oranges Oranges

box

Mixed
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WALNUTS or

Cornick's
wish you a very
Merry Christmas

We have received an adequate supply of
WHITE GASOLINE.
Regular Gas (first)
-1.74c
Ethyl Gas
18.6c
Really Good Kerosene
13c
Pen Croyn Oil
Two Gallon Can $1.10
In your container, gal. 50c
Winterize your car now with
$1.00 per gallon

Anti-Freeze

CORNICK OIL CO.
R. B. Williams, Mgr.
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Ground Floor
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ENGLISH

R. M. OLIVER, Manager

Maurice Fren,
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D-X Service Station
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ATTEST:
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Published December City
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Up To 1300 on Furniture, Auto of Equipment,

RICE

It would be fine if we personally could
meet and greet each one of you this thoughtprovoking Christmas of 1942. The fact that
we cannot does not keep us from saying to
you here here that we wish you a very
Merry Christmas.

ton. KY.

$10, $25, $50 ON YOUR SIGNATURE

to
111 W. Market St.

Mass Meeting Of

24,1

YOU can gela241

and fits most folks needs
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the City Council of the City of
Princeton, Kentucky, this 21st
day of December, 1942, at a
regular meeting of the City
Council of the City of Prince-

•MOVING
JAN. 1

John E. Young. Agt

i

Thursday, December

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky
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Hopkinsville St

Apples
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Grapefruit
Large size
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Marsh seedless No. 80
size 4 for 19c
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Yellow, extra special bargain price, 10 lb. pkg./7
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Potatoes
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Idaho Bak c rs
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Decorations including Christmas Trees, Holly

Wreaths, etc. Fre4
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Oysters, Celery, Cranberries, Head Lettuce, fresh tomatoes, bell pePPeN
greens, parsnips, new Cabbage, carrots, beets, radishes, broccoli,

cauliflower. el

More for Your Money All the Time.
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, Kentucky, Thursday, December

Princeton

Victory Tax Forms
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All that Christmas can ever mean
Is summed up in this Gift-There is one gift which this year expresses more than all
the usual ways of saying "Merry Christmas."
It is the gift of U. S. War Stamps or War Bonds.

They stand for the freedom to work—to play—to enjoy our
life on this earth—to worship—to dream, and to make our
dreams come true. They express all the love and friendship
of the magic Christmastide for they represent our will that

ly attempts by Euro.
e on the Solomon is
balked by cannibalis
fives.

y Warn of Disorder
Kidney Action
life with Its hurry and
habits, improper eatin
—ita risk of exposure and
ws heavy strain on the
kidneys. They are apt to
and fail to filter care
impurities from the life-

these things shall not cease to be..
In thousands of American families this war Christmas—
with American boys flung across the whole globe—calls forth
feelings on which no one would wish to intrude. And who of
us does not in great measure share the burden of their hopes
and prayers?

may audr nagging bar
, dizziness, getting up
pains, swelling-- feel cons
uerv,.us, all worn out. Othe
y or bladder disorder are
burning, scanty or too fr

rCICCTOCC-t0CMCCUMCWOCKIMICli
WHY U. S.WAR BONDS ARE THE SAFEST tics
V
PLACE YOU CAN PUT YOUR MONEY!
f. They are obligations of the United States.

For these bonds represent, in the most real and earnest
sense, the hopes and happiness of all of us.
They represent the deepest meaning of life as we know and
cherish it.

commissioner said
ky, with its pay-as-yo
is in much better cond'
the nation at large. •
of the program, he
• reserves will have
up will go to the mai
of the highways.

If they aren't safe, nothing is!

2.
So, for the men who fight, and for all children, born and
unborn—let us make this year's gifts help to insure all the
other Christmases yet to come!

anervi

3.

The way to do that is to give U. S. War Bonds and Stamps.

For every $3 you invest in War Bonds, you get
back $4 at the end of ten years. They are
savings for the future.
They do not fluctuate in dollar value—are rarer
worth less than you pay for them.

4. You can name one individual either as coowner
or as beneficiary right on the face of the Bond.

t: This [air. is different
Give War Bonds...the greatest Gift of all!

savings in War Bonds cannot be loci
or stolen. Each bond is registered at tie
Treasury Department.
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Sergeant Alvin C. York, of
Tennessee, hero of the first
World War, will be a speaker
at the annual Farm and Home
Convention at the University of
Kentucky, College of Agriculture and Home Economics, January 26-29. He will speak at
the men's session and also at
the meeting for Homemakers.
Other speakers will include
Roy Hendrickson, of Washington, administrator of the Agricultural Marketing Administration, and Mrs. Grace Sloan
Overton, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Discussions of the food and
labor situations will feature the
convention. Because of the labor
situation, more women will go
into the fields and otherwise
help with farm work next year.
Women, therefore, will be interested in quicker and easier
methods of running the house,
WITH RELUCTANCE AND REGRET: Guest of honor Leon
preparing meals, sewing and
Henderson seems puzzled as he fills out a mock rationing form cleaning.
at a dinner in Baltimore shortly after he had resigned as OPA
Plans now under consideraadministriitor with "reluctance and regret." Ill health was an- tion include use of town boys on
nounced as Henderson's reason for quitting.
—AP Telemat farms, and town girls to take
places of women who will be
What That Fuse Is
working outside the home.
General theme of the conEver wonder what a fuse realPotatoes produced 287 bushels ly is and does? Few laymen vention will be the part Kentucky farmers and farm women
to the acre In the Brodhead know. A fuse is a safety valve
are taking in the war.
school garden
in
Rockcastle for an electrical circuit. It is
county. Certified cobbler seed a metal link inside a screw-plug
Kentucky Girls Win
was planted on sod land and through which electricity flows.
In
National Contest
manure and 800 pounds of 4-8-6 When the circuit is overloaded,
National 4-H club winners in
the metal in the fuse melts and
fertilizer applied to the acre.
the Sears Roebuck garden and
Ed Rice of Adair county blows out, breaking the circuit. canning contest include three
shucked almost 500 bushels of This prevents the circuit from Kentucky girls. They are Marcorn from a nine-acre upland becoming overheated, and possi- jorie Binder of Latonia, Beverly
field which until recently was bly causing a disastrous fire. Hines of Paducah, and Willa
Dean Rose of Lexington. Miss
considered
unproductive. Im- That's one reason why it's utHines received a war bond for
terly
foolhardy
to
substitute penprovement came largely from
$50, and Miss Binder and Miss
nies for fuses, or to use wrong
applying phosphate and turnRose for $25 each.
sizes instead of reducing the
ing under lespedeza.
Awards were made at the
load on the circuit.
It is estimated that Taylor
National 4-H Club Congress in
county salvaged 100,000 pounds ty.
Chicago.
of tobacco by picking up leaves
Where Boone county pasture
All three
participants
had
off the ground. Prestice Bass land was treated with limestone previously won $25 bonds in
picked up almost 1,000 pounds and phosphate, one and seven- the state gardening and canning
of leaves and cured them on tenths acres were required to contest. Ninety-five 4-H club
hay and straw in stalls in his carry 1,000 pounds of livestock girls from four counties in the
barn.
from May 1 to Nov. 1, compared state took part.
The production of high-grade to two and nine-tenths acres of
feeder calves has increased ma- untreated land. Twenty-three
Thirty tea cars of the British
terially in Wayne county in the farmers tested the
value of YMCA ply the African desert
past five years. Several farmers Tennessee
Valley
Authority with refreshments for Allied
now are raising five to 25 calves phosphate on grazing land.
troops.
each year. Many calves were
sold this year at around $13
a hundred.
A pound and a half of seed
refrom one hemp stalk is
ported by Dr. J. Watts Stovall
in Carter county. Yields in the
county ran from eight to 22
bushels to the acre.
Eleven mechanical corn pickers operated in Christian county
this season. One man who owned two machines harvested more
than 1,000 bushels in the coun-

Ky. Farm News

"I am a

SOLDIER of
the. Wires"

RICKENBACKER RETURNS TO U. S.: Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker, flier hero of two wars, arrives in San Francisco after his
harrowing experiences and rescue in the Pacific. Under strict
orders to keep his story to himself until he reports to Washingto, he was guarded by a phalanx of arm escorts.
—AP Telemat

Among The
County Agents

in.
Logan county wheat growers
planted about 5,000 more acres
of Thorne variety seed this year
and realized about four bushels
more per acre.
Irvin Salyer
of
Lawrence
county got 110 gallons of sorghum from one-half to threefourths acre of cane grown
from Williams seed.
Due to unusually bad weather
in Lincoln county, it is estimated that one-third of the hemp
seed crop was lost.
Nine pairs of window curtains
for their school room were made
by 12 4-H club members at
Rosspoint in Harlan county.

Ninety-one percent of the
homemakers' clubs in Campbell county report using enriched flour for all their baking.
Brown
Redford
of Larue
county grew 34 varieties of
vegetables in his fifth-of-an-acre
garden this surnmer.
The use of hybrid corn in
Livingston county has increased
approximately 25 percent this
year.
The
plant-a-tree
campaign
started by homemakers' clubs in
Oldham county resulted in 175
trees being set out in November.
Approximately $1,000,000 worth
The value of munitions made
of war bonds were sold in
Franklin county on victory pig in Canada last year was greater
than that of the total produced
day.
Yields of 70 to 95 bushels of during the last war.
hybrid corn to the acre have
been rported
in
Washington
county where the acreage is
the largest ever planted.
In Madison county, a 4-H
club room has been opened in
OPTOMETRIST
the basement of the Methodist
church
which
will be open
Phone 250
E. Main St.
every Saturday for county club
members.
More than 3,000 pounds of
castor beans in the hull were
placed in storage in Jefferson
county in November, with some
2,000 pounds yet to be brought

"With the approaching holidays, I am thinking more
and more of the problems
which confront us operators
in getting Uncle Sam's war
calls through, so I decided
to speak right out and ask
for the help I feel sure everyone is willing to give.
"You know that we operators have a real job to
do for Uncle Sam. Every day
we put through countless
calls from growing Army
camps, humming war industries and busy government
agencies-calls that we 'soldiers of the wires' know
must go through - calls that
speed our Nation on to
Victory!
"This December, war will
take no holiday and Uncle
Sam will be using the telephone more than ever.
Therefore, we operators are
asking you to help us by
not making holiday greeting long distance calls this
year. We urge that no such
calls be made, especially on
Christmas Eve, Christmas
Day or New Year's Eve.
"I know it is asking a lot,
but Uncle Sam surely needs
these long distant* lines
and when h• n••ds them
-it's right novel I know
w• can count on your
cooperation."

Dr. Hallie C. Watt SOUTHERA BELL TELEPHHE
nno TELEGRAPH COMPRfig
INCORPORATED

POTTED
PLANTS
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CYCLEMAN

the future.

POINSETTAS

BEGONIAS

PRIMROSE -- MIXED POTS

t fluctuate in dollar value—are never
than you pay for them.
e one individual either as coowner

BEAN JUGS

POINSETTA & IVY FILLED

(Really Looks Like Christmas)

dairy right on the face of the Bond
5 in War Bonds cannot be lost
Fach bond is registered at the

Cut Flowers

nd, of course, a cordial reception and
areful attention to your entertainment

rt mewl.

uring your stay are yours, always, at

:424`,S1
„1".:1"12(124-2aliativ

&So that Christmas Can happen—Th—crci

ROSES

CARNATIONS

SNAPDRAGONS

GLADOLIA AND OTHERS

of all!

ENTUCKY
HOTEL
uisville's newest and most centrally locatd home-away-from-home, in Kentucky's
etropolis . . . Prices will conform to your

(XS.

ea of moderate charges for service

Y CLEANERS

FS, we have practice blackouts now and thtn. And we're
gradually getting used to ration books.

y

But America's Christmas will be

warm with light and food and friendship—while war-worn peoples abroad
face the cold night with fear and
hunger.
American children may get fewer
bates and skates and trains—but the
children of Europe's New Order,
cowering in dark doorways, will get
soothing.
Surely, every kid has a right to

Christ mas,no matter where h lives.

CHRISTMAS TREES AND GREENS

It is ironic but appropriate that on
the birthday of the Prince of Peace,
this nation should renew its pledge
to win the war—so that all the world
can share our kind of Christmas.
It will take everybody. Fighters
and farmers and workers. It will
take War Bonds. It will take tanks
and tractors and turret lathes--planes
and plows and drill presses.
It will take an ever-increasing torrent of electricity to power the factories and serve the homes. ...
That's OUR job and we're dying ill

Other Arrangements Less

ndered.

VE & SON

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
,ER, Jailer

Phone 135-J
Phone 103-W
ANY BONDS TODAY?

OI)GILL,
Manager.

MMONS
IR,
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Page Four

All Kentucky Youth
Has Opportunity
To Help Win War

Sinkwich Made Georgia
By Romney Wheeler
Associated Press Features
Athens, Ga.—Georgia will play
in Pasadena's Rose Bowl New
Year's day, because a tow-headed guy from Youngstown, 0.,
was determined to be All-America—and did it.
This busy gent was (and is)
Francis Frank Sinkwich, nicknamed "The Fireball," who won
All-America recognition in 1941
as the nation's No. 1 ball-caner,
and who duplicated in 1942 by
becoming a brilliant passer and
national
establishing a new
record in yard-gaining with 2,187 yards total offense.
Georgia lost just one game—to
Alabama—in 1941, and won a bid
to Miami's Orange Bowl, where
Sinkwich & Co. went to town
with a 40-26 victory over Texas
Christian University.
This season Georgia again lost
just one—a 13-27 upset by underrated Auburn—and accepted
a Pacific Coast invitation to
play in the Rose Bowl.
Sinky has been progressively
busier and busier on the football field since he made his
debut as a sophomore.
In 1940 he didn't break into
the starting lineup until midseason—Wallace Butts theorizing
it wouldn't be good for his ego
to start too young—but he carried the ball 63 times for 373
yards in seven games and completed 21 out of 44 passes for
226 more—a total of 589 yards
for the season. He averaged 85.5
yards per game in total offense,
and 5.9 yards per carry in
rushing.
In 1941 he wheeled into action
on all cylinders. Playing in 10
games, eight of them with a
broken jaw held together with
wire, he handled the ball 328
times. On 209 rushing attempts
he gained a net of 1,103 yards, to
lead the nation, and completed
52 out of 115 passes for 713

.Thursday,
December 24

Leader, Princeton, Kentucky
To Succeed Henderson?

The natives of South
The U. S. Department of Agriculture has four times as many fall into three main di
employes as it had during the known respectively as g
Hottentots and Bantu.
first World War.
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Every rural boy and girl in
Kentucky will liave an opportunity to do something definite in helping to win the
11•44P/PV
war, according to plans underz .
way at the State College of
mr
Agriculture and Home Econom•
A
ics. Already 48,000 4-H Club
At this time, when
A
2
farms
.
4
9
•1
on
4
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living
girls
and
boys
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4
and
g
mon
producin
,
ta.,...
Ls begin to
are engaged in
conserving food for U. S. armed
mer
with
new glory,
forces and those of our Allies.
ALL tx
But many more are needed.
pause to strnwis:cajonyyosbu
All non-rural boys and girls,
t hw
i(
eott
Cshrt4e
l.
isa.
those who do not Nve on farms,
will also be given a chance to
enlist in the campaign for production of more food, and in
this way to become full-fledged
Washington reports say Senat4-H Club members.
or Prentiss Brown (above),
If a boy or girl is not so sit- Michigan Democrat, will succeed
uated that he can actually raise Leon Henderson as price ad—AP Telemat
a garden and livestock he can, by ministrator.
doing 150 hours of labor on the
farm or in the farm home, earn
the coveted badge of 4-H Club
membership.
(Continued from Page One)
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for completions; as a junior his major emphasis
One new Chinese drug laboraOf especial interest to girls
average dipped slightly with the
and prepara- tory, operated for guerrilla bands
greater number of passes thrown will be selection
Volume of these famous Scenes, mailed free on
foods, home baking, employs 200 trained technicians Beautiful
ranking him 14th in the na- tion of
•
growing, and chemists.
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His offensive average per
game, for the 1942 season, touched the all-time high of 198.8 Doubles Yield Of
yards, although his rushing av- Corn In Two Years
erage dipped to 4.5 per carry.
How W. H. Coke of Todd
county almost doubled his corn
Rising above the turmoil and cares of the
Electrical "Talking Books" yield in two years is told by
world is the majestic story of Bethlehem.
Electricity has been harnessed County Agent Stuart Brabant.
May the star that shone then still cast its
In 1939, Mr. Coke bought a
to make the dark world of the
light for you and all of us, revealing new
nation's blind a happier place. field adjoining his farm which
pathways to happiness and achievement. Our
One of the most important de- had grown up in bushes. The
entire organization joins with us in thanking
velopments in this field is the following spring he plowed and
you for your good will and patronage during
"talking book," a combination fertilized it, then planted Ky.
1942, and in wishing you a very Merry
phonograph-radio developed by 69B hybrid, which made 25
Christmas.
the American Foundation for bushels to the acre. He disked
the Blind. Especially designed the corn down that fall, and apfor manipulation and control by plied two tons of lime and 200
, the vivid
Another Christmas . . . And the hurrying throngs
a blind person, even the radio pounds of 47 percent phosphate
dials have numbers and names per acre. Then he sowed the
soft spoken
expressions of gaiety, sounds of merriment, smiles,
raised Braille characters. In ad- field in barley.
In the spring of 1941, he
dition to especially recorded
men has not
musical scores, these "talking sowed the field in sweet and
best wishes . . . All mean that good will toward all
of
May
in
and
clover,
G. W. TOWERY, Prop.
realsike
e
books
reproduc
also
books"
year turned it without
A corded by the Foundation solely .this
become lost in the dark clouds of a troubled world.
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fol- blind listeners. Thirty thous- applying more fertilizer. Planted
and of these machines already to U. S. 13 hybrid corn, he got
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45 bushels to the acre.
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A Very Merry Christmas

City motor vehicle licenses for 1943 become due January 1, 1943. A discount of 30

and save 10 percent penalty.

Happiest New Year

before February

1, 1943.

Garland Quisenberry
•
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Pay water bills before the 18th of each month
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SULA & ELIZA NALL

Greer
Billy Lowery

George

be opened
from hearts
to receive sincere, hopeful greetings . . . That come
and the
that really wish for you as we do A Merry Christmas

percent

So we say to you not just as our customers
in 1942, but also as our friends and acquaintances which you have indeed become. We
hope that you enjoy to the fullest all the
happiness and goodness of this Christmas
Season.
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